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Torchwood: Pack Animals
Jan 12 2021 The hunters become the hunted... Shopping for
wedding gifts is enjoyable, unless like Gwen you witness a Weevil massacre in the
shopping centre. A trip to the zoo is a great day out, until a date goes tragically wrong
and Ianto is badly injured by stolen alien tech. And Halloween is a day of fun and
frights, before unspeakable monsters invade the streets of Cardiff and it's no longer a
trick or a treat for the terrified population. Torchwood can control small groups of
scavengers, but now someone has given large numbers of predators a season ticket to
Earth. Jack's investigation is hampered when he finds he's being investigated himself.
Owen is convinced that it's just one guy who's toying with them. But will Torchwood
find out before it's too late that the game is horribly real, and the deck is stacked against
them? Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen
Cooper, Owen Harper, Toshiko Sato and Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles, Burn
Gorman, Naoki Mori and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit science fiction series created by
Russell T Davies for BBC Television.

Consequences
Jan 30 2020 Saving the planet, watching over the Rift, preparing the
human race for the twenty-first century... Torchwood has been keeping Cardiff safe
since the late 1800s. Small teams of heroes, working 24/7, encountering and containing
the alien, the bizarre and the inexplicable. But Torchwood do not always see the effects
of their actions. What links the Rules and Regulations for replacing a Torchwood leader
to the destruction of a supermarket? How does a witness to an alien's reprisals against
Torchwood become caught up in a night of terror in a university library? And why
should Gwen and Ianto's actions at a local publisher's affect Torchwood more than a
century earlier? For Torchwood, the past will always catch up with them. And
sometimes the future will catch up with the past... Featuring sci-fi stories by writers for
the hit Torchwood series created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television, including
James Moran and Joseph Lidster, plus Andrew Cartmel, Sarah Pinborough and David
Llewellyn.
Voices May 04 2020 Young Memer takes on a pivotal role in freeing her war-torn
homeland from its oppressive captors.
Writing Spaces 1 Sep 27 2019 Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing offer
multiple perspectives on a wide-range of topics about writing, much like the model
made famous by Wendy Bishop’s “The Subject Is . . .” series. In each chapter, authors
present their unique views, insights, and strategies for writing by addressing the
undergraduate reader directly. Drawing on their own experiences, these teachers-aswriters invite students to join in the larger conversation about developing nearly every
aspect of craft of writing. Consequently, each essay functions as a standalone text that
can easily complement other selected readings in writing or writing-intensive courses
across the disciplines at any level. Topics in Volume 1 of the series include academic
writing, how to interpret writing assignments, motives for writing, rhetorical analysis,
revision, invention, writing centers, argumentation, narrative, reflective writing,
Wikipedia, patchwriting, collaboration, and genres.
One Hot Knight Oct 28 2019 Come join us for a medieval collection of wonderful
romantic tales that take place during the hottest part of the year with ONE HOT KNIGHT!
This unusual offering of summertime stories set between the medieval times of
1100-1300, of hot nights and even hotter knights, will keep you reading long past
bedtime. You'll be entranced with these five tales of knights and their ladies from some
of today's top medieval authors, as well as some rising stars in this up-and-coming
genre. Lindsay Townsend, Deborah Macgillivray, Cynthia Breeding, Angela Raines, and
Keena Kincaid offer you some of the best medieval-themed stories written, filled with
romance and intrigue, laced with traditions and celebrations of this rich era. Prairie
Rose Publications is proud to introduce yet another wonderful collection of exciting
tales for your reading pleasure. ONE HOT KNIGHT is sure to bring you hours of
enjoyment as you read on to find out how these knights and ladies will find their very
own "happily-ever-after" endings at this very "hottest" time of year!
Torchwood: First Born
Mar 26 2022 Gwen and Rhys are on the run. Rhys was hoping
this meant a windswept cottage on a cliff top, but he's had to settle for a miserable
caravan in the isolated village of Rawbone. With the locals taking an unhealthy interest
in their daughter, Gwen and Rhys start to realise that something is very wrong. As they
uncover the village's terrible past, Gwen discovers that Torchwood will never leave her
behind, and now she and Rhys stand alone in defence of the Earth. And the children of

Rawbone can only bring her closer to the secret forces that want her out of the way.
Based on the hit sci-fi series created by Russell T Davies, First Born is a prequel to
Torchwood: Miracle Day, starring John Barrowman and Eve Myles as Jack Harkness
and Gwen Cooper, with Kai Owen as Rhys Williams.
Torchwood: Into The Silence
Sep 07 2020 The body in the church hall is very definitely
dead. It has been sliced open with surgical precision, its organs exposed, and its vocal
cords are gone. It is as if they were never there or they've been dissolved... With the
Welsh Amateur Operatic Contest getting under way, music is filling the churches and
concert halls of Cardiff. The competition has attracted the finest Welsh talent to the city,
but it has also drawn something else - there are stories of a metallic creature hiding in
the shadows. Torchwood are on its tail, but it's moving too fast for them to track it
down. This new threat requires a new tactic - so Ianto Jones is joining a male voice
choir... Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen
Cooper and Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit sci-fi
series created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television.
Code Junkie Feb 10 2021 Kevin finds it difficult to deal with other people. He has people
he considers friends, and he theoretically spends time with them, but he mostly prefers
to focus on code, alcohol, and good old-fashioned cynicism. Life conspires to keep him
in the small town of Deptford, longing for his first love and feeling numb inside. He isn't
exactly happy with his existence, but he doesn't have much motivation to change
anything. Things do begin to change, however, in strange and horrifying ways. Kevin
begins having odd hallucinations. One minute he is in bed with an enthusiastic girl, and
the next he is in a darkened, pixelated wood. A crowd of things are gathering. Kevin
doesn't sense danger from the creatures, just anticipation. Something is about to
happen. Before Kevin can get to the bottom of the gathering, he's thrust back into his
normal life. The visions, however, don't stop. Soon the dream figures are following him
into reality. Author Jeffrey Koval Jr. spins a story of cynicism, introspection, and
addiction. As Kevin tolerates the trials and tribulations of everyday life, he will become
more and more entranced by his hallucinations. Is he crazy? Prophetic? Or something
else entirely?
Slow Decay Jun 28 2022 "The twenty-first century is when it all changes, and you've got
to be ready.' Separate from the government; outside the police, beyond the United
Nations- Torchwood sets its own rules. A team of investigators, using alien technology
to solve crime both alien and human. This new British sci-fi crime thriller, created by
Russell T Davies, sees them delve into the unknown. A group of people fighting the
impossible. The series stars Captain Jack Harkness, last seen in Doctor Who. This
novel is a brand-new Torchwood story. "
Torchwood: The Undertaker's Gift
Apr 26 2022 The Hokrala Corp lawyers are back.
They're suing planet Earth for mishandling the twenty-first century, and they won't
tolerate any efforts to repel them. An assassin has been sent to remove Captain Jack
Harkness. It's been a busy week in Cardiff. The Hub's latest guest is a translucent,
amber jelly carrying a lethal electrical charge. Record numbers of aliens have been
coming through the Rift, and Torchwood could do without any more problems. But
there are reports of an extraordinary funeral cortege in the night-time city, with
mysterious pallbearers guarding a rotting cadaver that simply doesn't want to be buried.
Torchwood should be ready for anything - but with Jack the target of an invisible killer,

Gwen trapped in a forgotten crypt and Ianto Jones falling desperately ill, could a world
of suffering be the Undertaker's gift to planet Earth? Featuring Captain Jack Harkness
as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper and Ianto Jones as played by Eve
Myles and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit science fiction series created by Russell T
Davies for BBC Television.
The Twilight Streets
Oct 01 2022 Science fiction-roman.
Exodus Code Dec 31 2019 It starts with a series of unexplained events. Earth tremors
across the globe. Women being driven insane by their scrambled senses. Governments
and scientists are bewildered and silent. The world needs Torchwood, but there's not
much of Torchwood left. Captain Jack Harkness has tracked the problem to its source:
a village in Peru, where he's uncovered evidence of alien involvement. In Cardiff, Gwen
Cooper has discovered something alien and somehow connected to Jack. If the world is
to be restored, she has to warn him - but she's quickly becoming a victim of the
madness, too...
The Blue Angel Jun 04 2020 Can the Doctor avert certain disaster as various evil forces
arise to exploit the chaos of war with the King of Ghillighast, the Guardian of Darkness?
Downtown Aug 26 2019 In this "beautifully written, sharply observed, and heartfelt"
guide to his hometown (New York Times), legendary New York City journalist Pete
Hamill leads us on an unforgettable journey through the city he loves. Walking the
Manhattan streets he loves, from Times Square to the island’s southern tip, Pete Hamill
combines a moving memoir of his own days and nights in new York with a lively and
revealing history of the city’s most enduring places and people. “Pete Hamill lovingly
captures the vibrant sights, sounds, and smells of Manhattan from Battery Park to
midtown, the most important, most exciting stretch of real estate in the world.” --New
York Daily News
Trace Memory Aug 19 2021 "Torchwood, the smash-hit thriller drama created by Doctor
Who writer Russell T Davies returns to the screens in the new year with 13 new
episodes on BBC2. Captain Jack Harkness, Gwen, Owen, Tosh and Ianto are a closeknit team of investigators solving alien and human crimes as they delve into the
underworld of modern day Cardiff. ith a great line-up of special guests including Doctor
Who companion Martha Jones returning for three episodes, Richard Briers playing a 90
year old man and Buffy the Vampire Slayer star James Marsters playing a pyschopath the new series is sure to hit the headlines. he novels include brand new stories
featuring the Torchwood team."
Torchwood: SkyPoint
Jul 30 2022 'If you're going to be anyone in Cardiff, you're going
to be at SkyPoint!' SkyPoint is the latest high-rise addition to the ever-developing
Cardiff skyline. It's the most high-tech, avant-garde apartment block in the city. And it's
where Rhys Williams is hoping to find a new home for himself and Gwen. Gwen's more
concerned by the money behind the tower block - Besnik Lucca, a name she knows
from her days in uniform. When Torchwood discover that residents have been going
missing from the tower block, one of the team gets her dream assignment. Soon
SkyPoint's latest newly married tenants are moving in. And Toshiko Sato finally gets to
make a home with Owen Harper. Then something comes out of the wall... Featuring
Captain Jack Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper, Owen
Harper, Toshiko Sato and Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles, Burn Gorman, Naoki Mori
and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit science fiction series created by Russell T Davies for

BBC Television.
Torchwood: The Twilight Series
Aug 31 2022 There's a part of the city that no one much
goes to, a collection of rundown old houses and gloomy streets. No one stays there
long, and no one can explain why - something's not quite right there. Now the Council is
renovating the district, and a new company is overseeing the work. There will be street
parties and events to show off the newly gentrified neighbourhood: clowns and facepainters for the kids, magicians for the adults - the street entertainers of Cardiff, out in
force. None of this is Torchwood's problem. Until Toshiko recognises the sponsor of the
street parties: Bilis Manger. Now there is something for Torchwood to investigate. But
Captain Jack Harkness has never been able to get into the area; it makes him physically
ill to go near it. Without Jack's help, Torchwood must face the darker side of urban
Cardiff alone... Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with
Gwen Cooper, Owen Harper, Toshiko Sato and Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles,
Burn Gorman, Naoki Mori and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit series created by Russell T
Davies for BBC Television.
Torchwood: Risk Assessment
May 28 2022 'Are you trying to tell me, Captain Harkness,
that the entire staff of Torchwood Cardiff now consists of yourself, a woman in trousers
and a tea boy?' Agnes Havisham is awake, and Jack is worried (and not a little afraid).
The Torchwood Assessor is roused from her deep sleep in only the worst of times - it's
happened just four times in the last 100 years. Can the situation really be so bad?
Someone, somewhere, is fighting a war, and they're losing badly. The coffins of the
dead are coming through the Rift. With thousands of alien bodies floating in the Bristol
Channel, it's down to Torchwood to round them all up before a lethal plague breaks out.
And now they'll have to do it by the book. The 1901 edition. Featuring Captain Jack
Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper and Ianto Jones as played
by Eve Myles and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit sci-fi series created by Russell T Davies
for BBC Television.
Torchwood Declassified
Sep 19 2021 Torchwood started its life on television as a spinoff from Doctor Who, bringing Captain Jack to join new colleagues in a television series
that quickly established itself as fresh and watchable television. It's fourth series,
subtitled 'Miracle Day', continued its move from the niche channel of BBC3 to
metamorphose into an international production between the BBC and the US network
Starz. Torchwood has continued to entertain, provoke and attract large audiences and
an expanding fandom. This is the first critical celebration of Torchwood across it four
series, considering issues of representation, the fandom that surrounds the show and
its complex, institutional contexts. Focusing in particular on how the meanings and
understandings of cult television have shifted and become subject to technological,
industry and marketing changes in recent years, Torchwood Declassified explores
topics including the show's aesthetics and branding, its use of tropes from the horror
genre, vast tie-in merchandise, status as a spin off, the nature of a celebrity that is both
cult and mainstream, as well as the use of sound and music and of cult writers, and
Torchwood's connection to place and location. The book will appeal to fans of the
series, researchers and scholars, and anyone interested in ongoing questions over
what cult television is, what it means, and why it continues to be of importance.
Torchwood: Slow Decay
Nov 21 2021 'The twenty-first century is when it all changes,
and you've got to be ready.' Separate from the government; outside the police, beyond

the United Nations: Torchwood sets its own rules. A team of investigators, using alien
technology to solve crime - both alien and human. This British sci-fi crime thriller,
created by Russell T Davies, sees them delve into the unknown. A group of people
fighting the impossible. The series stars Captain Jack Harkness played by John
Barrowman, last seen in Doctor Who. This novel is a brand-new Torchwood story.
Doctor Who-Guide 2/3 Feb 22 2022
Libriomancer Jul 26 2019 Isaac Vainio is a Libriomancer, a member of a secret society
founded five centuries ago by Johannes Gutenberg. As such, he is gifted with the
magical ability to reach into books and draw forth objects. But when Gutenberg
vanishes without a trace, Isaac finds himself pitted against everything from vampires to
a sinister, nameless foe who is bent on revealing magic to the world at large... and at
any cost.
Doctor Who: Twelve Doctors of Christmas
Nov 29 2019 A beautifully illustrated
collection of new Doctor Who stories, each featuring one of the twelve Doctors on a
festive adventure in theTARDIS. Written by six authors and with a full-page colour
illustration for each story, these tales are full of magic, mystery, wonder, excitement and everything else that fans love about a Doctor Who Christmas special.
Small Is the New Big Mar 02 2020 As one of today’s most influential business thinkers,
Seth Godin helps his army of fans stay focused, stay connected, and stay dissatisfied
with the status quo, the ordinary, the boring. His books, blog posts, magazine articles,
and speeches have inspired countless entrepreneurs, marketing people, innovators,
and managers around the world. Now, for the first time, Godin has collected the most
provocative short pieces from his pioneering blog—ranked #70 by Feedster (out of
millions published) in worldwide readership. This book also includes his most popular
columns from Fast Company magazine, and several of the short e-books he has written
in the last few years. A sample: • Bon Jovi And The Pirates • Christmas Card Spam •
Clinging To Your Job Title? • How Much Would You Pay to Be on Oprah’s Show? • The
Persistence of Really Bad Ideas • The Seduction of “Good Enough” • What Happens
When It's All on Tape? • Would You Buy Life Insurance at a Rock Concert? Small is the
New Big is a huge bowl of inspiration that you can gobble in one sitting or dip into at
any time. As Godin writes in his introduction: “I guarantee that you'll find some ideas
that don’t work for you. But I’m certain that you're smart enough to see the stuff
you’ve always wanted to do, buried deep inside one of these riffs. And I’m betting that
once inspired, you’ll actually make something happen.”
Torchwood: Long Time Dead
Nov 09 2020 Cardiff Bay. The government has ordered the
excavation of the wreckage of a secret underground base. DCI Tom Cutler is watching
from a distance, fascinated by the process. There are people in his dreams. People he
feels he should know. The disbanded Torchwood Institute spent a century accumulating
non-terrestrial artefacts and catching aliens. Who knows what - or who - might still be
intact down there. But by the time they find the first body, Suzie Costello is long gone.
Based on the hit science fiction series created by Russell T Davies, Long Time Dead is a
prequel to Torchwood: Miracle Day, starring John Barrowman and Eve Myles as Jack
Harkness and Gwen Cooper. It features Suzie Costello, as played by Indira Varma.
Rod Serling Dec 11 2020 Long before anyone had heard of alien cookbooks, gremlins
on the wings of airplanes, or places where pig-faced people are considered beautiful,
Rod Serling was the most prestigious writer in American television. As creator, host,

and primary writer for The Twilight Zone, Serling became something more: an American
icon. When Serling died in 1975, at the age of fifty, he was the most honored, most
outspoken, most recognizable, and likely the most prolific writer in television history.
Though best known for The Twilight Zone, Serling wrote over 250 scripts for film and
television and won an unmatched six Emmy Awards for dramatic writing for four
different series. His filmography includes the acclaimed political thriller Seven Days in
May and cowriting the original Planet of the Apes. In great detail and including neverpublished insights drawn directly from Serling’s personal correspondence,
unpublished writings, speeches, and unproduced scripts, Nicholas Parisi explores
Serling’s entire, massive body of work. With a foreword by Serling’s daughter, Anne
Serling, Rod Serling: His Life, Work, and Imagination is part biography, part
videography, and part critical analysis. It is a painstakingly researched look at all of
Serling’s work—in and out of The Twilight Zone.
Doctor Who: Big Bang Generation
Jul 06 2020 An original adventure tying in to the
ninth season of Doctor Who, the spectacular hit series from BBC Television, featuring
the new 12th Doctor as played by Peter Capaldi. “I'm an archaeologist, but probably not
the one you were expecting.” Christmas 2015, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
Imagine everyone's surprise when a time portal opens up in Sydney Cove. Imagine their
shock as a massive pyramid now sits beside the Harbour Bridge, inconveniently
blocking Port Jackson and glowing with energy. Imagine their fear as Cyrrus "the
mobster" Globb, Professor Horace Jaanson and an alien assassin called Kik arrive to
claim the glowing pyramid. Finally imagine everyone's dismay when they are followed
by a bunch of con artists out to spring their greatest grift yet. This gang consists of
Legs (the sexy comedian), Dog Boy (providing protection and firepower), Shortie
(handling logistics), Da Trowel (in charge of excavation and history) and their leader,
Doc (busy making sure the universe isn't destroyed in an explosion that makes the Big
Bang look like a damp squib). And when someone accidentally reawakens The Ancients
of the Universe - which, Doc reckons, wasn't the wisest or best-judged of actions –
things get a whole lot more complicated…
The Essential Cult TV Reader
Mar 14 2021 The Essential Cult TV Reader is a collection
of insightful essays that examine television shows that amass engaged, active fan
bases by employing an imaginative approach to programming. Once defined by limited
viewership, cult TV has developed its own identity, with some shows gaining large,
mainstream audiences. By exploring the defining characteristics of cult TV, The
Essential Cult TV Reader traces the development of this once obscure form and
explains how cult TV achieved its current status as legitimate television. The essays
explore a wide range of cult programs, from early shows such as Star Trek, The
Avengers, Dark Shadows, and The Twilight Zone to popular contemporary shows such
as Lost, Dexter, and 24, addressing the cultural context that allowed the development of
the phenomenon. The contributors investigate the obligations of cult series to their
fans, the relationship of camp and cult, the effects of DVD releases and the Internet, and
the globalization of cult TV. The Essential Cult TV Reader answers many of the
questions surrounding the form while revealing emerging debates on its future.
Torchwood: Trace Memory
Dec 23 2021 Tiger Bay, Cardiff, 1953. A mysterious crate is
brought into the docks on a Scandinavian cargo ship. Its destination: the Torchwood
Institute. As the crate is offloaded by a group of local dockers, it explodes, killing all but

one of them, a young Butetown lad called Michael Bellini. Fifty-five years later, a
radioactive source somewhere inside the Hub leads Torchwood to discover the same
Michael Bellini, still young and dressed in his 1950s clothes, cowering in the vaults.
They soon realise that each has encountered Michael before - as a child in Osaka, as a
junior doctor, as a young police constable, as a new recruit to Torchwood One. But it's
Jack who remembers him best of all. Michael's involuntary time-travelling has
something to do with a radiation-charged relic held inside the crate. And the Men in
Bowler Hats are coming to get it back. Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by
John Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper, Owen Harper, Toshiko Sato and Ianto Jones as
played by Eve Myles, Burn Gorman, Naoki Mori and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit sci-fi
series created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television.
Torchwood: The Twilight Streets
Nov 02 2022 There's a part of the city that no one
much goes to, a collection of rundown old houses and gloomy streets. No one stays
there long, and no one can explain why - something's not quite right there. Now the
Council is renovating the district, and a new company is overseeing the work. There will
be street parties and events to show off the newly gentrified neighbourhood: clowns
and face-painters for the kids, magicians for the adults - the street entertainers of
Cardiff, out in force. None of this is Torchwood's problem. Until Toshiko recognises the
sponsor of the street parties: Bilis Manger. Now there is something for Torchwood to
investigate. But Captain Jack Harkness has never been able to get into the area; it
makes him physically ill to go near it. Without Jack's help, Torchwood must face the
darker side of urban Cardiff alone... Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John
Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper, Owen Harper, Toshiko Sato and Ianto Jones as played
by Eve Myles, Burn Gorman, Naoki Mori and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit series
created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television.
Companions Apr 14 2021 Companions: Fifty Years of Doctor Who Assistants is an
unofficial guide to the travels and experiences of the companions of each of the eleven
incarnations of the Doctor. Written by a true fan, Andy Frankham-Allen provides an indepth account of each character's struggles, experiences and relationships as he
outlines their significance in the TV series as well as other Doctor Who media. The book
also features a foreword by Gary Russell and afterword by David J Howe.
Torchwood: The Men Who Sold The World
Aug 07 2020 When Oscar Lupe appears
20,000 feet up in the air, his body is frozen solid and free-falling to earth. It shatters on
impact. Soon after, a CIA Special Activities Division squad goes rogue with a cargo
marked 'Torchwood' that they've been escorting from somewhere called Cardiff. The
Agency puts Rex Matheson on the case. As the strange deaths pile up, Rex realises
there must be experimental tech out there, but someone is obstructing him at every
turn. Rex is the CIA's golden boy - but has he met his match in the evasive Mr Wynter...?
Based on the hit science fiction series created by Russell T Davies, The Men Who Sold
The World is a prequel to Torchwood: Miracle Day, starring John Barrowman and Eve
Myles as Jack Harkness and Gwen Cooper, with Mekhi Phifer as Rex Matheson.
Bay of the Dead Jan 24 2022 "When the city sleeps, the dead start to walk Something
has sealed off Cardiff, and living corpses are stalking the streets, leaving a trail of halfeaten bodies. Animals are butchered. A young couple in their car never reach their
home. A stolen yacht is brought back to shore, carrying only human remains. And a
couple of girls heading back from the pub watch the mysterious drivers of a big black

SUV take over a crime scene. Torchwood have to deal with the intangible barrier
surrounding Cardiff, and some unidentified space debris that seems to be regenerating
itself. Plus, of course, the all-night zombie horror show. Not that they really believe in
zombies. Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen
Cooper and Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit
series created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television."
Torchwood: The House That Jack Built
Oct 21 2021 Jackson Leaves - an Edwardian
house in Penylan. Built 1906, semi-detached, three storeys, spacious, beautifully
presented. Left in good condition to Rob and Julia by Rob's late aunt. It's an ordinary
sort of a house. Except for the way the rooms don't stay in the same places. And the
strange man that turns up in the airing cupboard. And the apparitions. And the temporal
surges that attract the attentions of Torchwood. And the fact that the first owner of
Jackson Leaves in 1906 was a Captain Jack Harkness... Featuring Captain Jack
Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper and Ianto Jones as played
by Eve Myles and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit series created by Russell T Davies for
BBC Television.
Sarah Jane Adventures: Death of the Doctor
Jun 24 2019 The Doctor is dead!...Or is he?
Sarah Jane and the gang head to a UNIT base under Mount Snowdon to investigate.
Strange alien undertakers, the Shansheeth, are guarding the body, and the shifty
Colonel Karim seems to be up to no good. Find out what's really going on in this
exclusive new adventure, featuring the Eleventh Doctor! The second of two exciting new
novelisations based on a story from The Sarah Jane Adventures, starring Elisabeth
Sladen and airing on BBC One this Autumn - featuring some very special guest stars!
Perfect for reluctant readers.
The Torchwood Encyclopedia
Oct 09 2020 Founded by Queen Victoria in 1879, the
Torchwood Institute has been defending Great Britain from the alien hordes for 130
years. Though London's Torchwood One was destroyed during the Battle of Canary
Wharf, the small team at Torchwood Three have continued to monitor the space-time
Rift that runs through Cardiff, saving the world and battling for the future of the human
race. Now you can discover every fact and figure, explore every crack in time and
encounter every creature that Torchwood have dealt with. Included here are details of:
The secret of the Children of Earth Operatives from Alice Guppy to Gwen Cooper
Extraterrestrial visitors from Arcateenians to Weevils The life and deaths of Captain
Jack Harkness and much more. Illustrated throughout with photos and artwork from all
three series, this A-Z provides everything you need to know about Torchwood.
Elemental: The Tsunami Relief Anthology
May 16 2021 In the winter of 2005, after the
horrifying natural disaster of the tsunami in Southeast Asia, Steve Savile and Alethea
Kontis joined forces to raise money to help the distressed survivors and have created
Elemental. They solicited SF and fantasy stories, all new and never published
elsewhere, from many of the top writers in the genres today, and received immediate
responses in the form of the excellent stories here in this book. Elemental has an
introduction by Arthur C.Clarke and more than twenty stories by Brian Aldiss, David
Drake, Jacqueline Carey, Martha Wells, Larry Niven, Joe Haldeman, Eric Nylund,
Sherrilyn Kenyon writing as Kinley MacGregor, and a Dune story by Brian Herbert &
Kevin J. Anderson, and many others. They created in Elemental one of the most
important genre anthologies of the year, but more than that: in giving real value for the

purchase price, everyone who sells this book can be proud, and everyone who buys it
will be richly rewarded for supporting the tsunami relief effort. "The entire collection
constitutes thought-provoking entertainment for a good cause, with all publisher and
author profits earmarked for the Save the Children Tsunami Relief Fund."--Booklist At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Into the Silence Apr 02 2020 The body in the church hall is very definitely dead. It has
been sliced open with surgical precision, its organs exposed, and its vocal cords are
gone. It is as if they were never there or they've been dissolved... With the Welsh
Amateur Operatic Contest getting under way, music is filling the churches and concert
halls of Cardiff. The competition has attracted the finest Welsh talent to the city, but it
has also drawn something else - there are stories of a metallic creature hiding in the
shadows. Torchwood are on its tail, but it's moving too fast for them to track it down.
This new threat requires a new tactic - so Ianto Jones is joining a male voice choir...
Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper and
Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit sci-fi series
created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television.
Doctor Who: The TV Movie (Target Collection)
Jun 16 2021 ‘Who am I...? WHO AM I?’
It's December 1999, and strange things are happening as the new millennium nears. A
British police box appears from nowhere in San Francisco’s Chinatown and the
mysterious man inside it is shot down in the street. Despite the best efforts of Dr Grace
Holloway, the man dies and another stranger appears, claiming to be the same person
in a different body: a wanderer in time and space known only as the Doctor. But the
Doctor is not the only alien in San Francisco. His deadly adversary the Master is
murdering his way through the city and has taken control of the TARDIS. The Master is
desperate to take the Doctor’s newly regenerated body for himself, and if the Doctor
does not capitulate, it will literally cost him the Earth... and every last life on it.
Torchwood: Border Princes
Jul 18 2021 'The twenty-first century is when it all changes,
and you've got to be ready.' Separate from the government; outside the police, beyond
the United Nations: Torchwood sets its own rules. A team of investigators, using alien
technology to solve crime - both alien and human. This British sci-fi crime thriller,
created by Russell T Davies, sees them delve into the unknown. A group of people
fighting the impossible. Stars Captain Jack Harkness last seen in Doctor Who.
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